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Laxus... 

Will you 
shape up 
and help 
us with 

Fantasia? 

■ Iffi liflllll M pi' l| 

P'llilr 1' "I 
ftiliilllltlimHUMTIlf ^ jl 

1' 
lllllll illltilllllH i_i .“1 ■ 1 

__u/iJiiiiiiim M T lllW _ 

...you have Old man... 
no right to 

talk.^ 











One day, I 
will surpass 

you. 
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There are only 
two who can take 
the seat of the 

Stron9est in Fairy 
Tail. You or me. 
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you're 
going to 

see magic 
you never 
even knew 
existed/ 



itO: 
Hy$ioiiAn 





*Slcy Scraping/ 







^JWddO- 
00000 
///// 
• fill 

Whdtthe 
hell is this 
mdglc?!!! 











He ' 
dodged 

It?// 
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Chapter itit 
My Chance to Tahe the Top feat, 

Ri^htt 
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floating In the 
sky supposed 
to be, Laxus?/ 
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you're 
out of 
time!!!! 

Right now ^ 
there are 

some three 
hundred 
lacrima 

floating In 

Ha ha ha ha/// 
Can't be done/// 

Just take out 
one of them, and 
they come back 
at you for the 

ri 

1 I 
... 

" j 1 , 1 
-i 

i I 
L  

— 
I 

t 
1 

-ill. r 

Walt/ You 
aren't 

going to 
try to stop 

Thunder 
Palace...? 
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I ain't talkin' 
about wHat 

can or can't be 
done//// 



I'm 
talking 
about 

trillin' 
puto 

stay 
am!!!!! 



*Fire Pragon's Roar 







This IS to 
protect 

the entire 
town of 

Magnolia... 

...so please, 
swords, I ask you 
to lend me your 

strength.^^ 



Just how 
watered-down 
and worthless 
this guild is 

now!!! 
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IZ2Z 



/ Anybody still ^ 
1 battling, break 
4 it up at least 

for now/// ^ 

1/ 
y sky, he 
^^aid... 

[ Warren? I 

^32 What^;^/ 

that...?^ 

Hll of them, 
without exception, 
are going to attack 
the town// They're 

Laxus' magic// 
We're out of time/// 

We all have to do 
this//// 

Those things in 
the sky are magic 

about to rain 
down destruction 
on everything//// 





^ youYe our ^ . • Oh, that's 
V \\^ ^ Tono, but ni nght/// Can 

^ never forgive you hear this 
^^youforit//.\4 i^ammii:.. ^ m^ack?/ 

rrrrtt^^^' . 

I'm sorry that 
happened... I 
was going all 

out to help save 
the girls... 
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i nhhahaha.., 
^ 2 Vbu said it... 

/ flizack, 
, I are you H 

^u*i% okay...? - 

Droy...? » 
y-Yeah. 
Thanks. 

f llO'' 

It'd be even 
better if Laxus 
wasn't in his r 

rebellious ^ 
phase... 

vV‘* ■'/. 

Heh heh... 
I We really do 
5 have... a hell of 

v:% a guild... 



So how's a guy who 
doesn't show any 

interest in that circle 
supposed to become 

Master? 

fill these So where's 
people are this guild you 
part of the think needs 
same circle changing so 
of buddies. ^ much?./ 
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Come 
and get 

me, Fairy 
Tail!!!! 



Hwa ha 
Ha Ha 
Ha Ha 
Ha!!!! 
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I guess 
you can't 
answer, 

being blown 
to dust and 

all/// 



Well... It's 
true that he 

ain't blown to 
dust yet. 







He's the enemy 
of the whole 
euild//// The 
only way to 

protect the guild 
is to stop him 
for good//// 

-1-^-— 

- -- 1 ((ti.-TTs-sT-n—r-n 

j What's it m 

K to anybody 1 
if 1 wanna i 

\ protect it or ^ 
^ destroy it?/ 

Hlf / Wait? 
^ 1 You wanna 

r" 1 protect 
Hr guild? 

/AkWly 
i 1 

k , ■ ^—li m M -r- 



Ut's do 
thkUU 





Chapterit4: 
Triple Drai^on 











*Fire Pragon's,, 























...the old man, 
the idiots in 
the guild, the 
entire town of 

Magnolia... 



m should )u^ 
be wiped out of 

existence!!!! 



Master It targets 
Makarov's everything 
ultimate the caster 

judgment day looks on as 
magic... an enemy. 

W/y 
imhui 



Chjipfo iti: 
of A Devil, Heori of On An<^el 









see the 
Master//// 















0 













Poh'tgo 
struttW 
around 
just 

because 
of some 
stupid 
blood 





Chlkpt«r it6t Vp!!!! 
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even die 
riQht?!!! 











Rre you 
t^rying 
to kW 

MmF/// 
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Laxus. 



















































This makes me really think hard about manga, lust kidding!! No, 
really, 1 went to signings in Taiwan and America, and 1 had also heard 
that they’re really passionate about Fairy Tail in France too. And amid 
all this, 1 went to a party bringing together manga artists from both 
Sunday and Magazine, so 1 can say. I’ve had a good taste of manga 
events. I wrote a little about this in Volume 12, but lapan just doesn’t 
seem to have any events that go beyond a particular publisher. If 
you’re talking cars, you have the motor shows. Games have the Tokyo 
Game Show, and music has all of its festivals... There are loads of 
things like that. But there’s none for manga. Of course, I think the 
rivalry between publishers is a good thing, but 1 also think that once 
a year, gathering all the publishers and having an event aimed at the 
fans would do some good. Sure, 1 know it’d cost a lot of money, and 
there are probably plenty of obstacles to it that 1 don’t know about, 
but 1 think the days of being able to sell manga without lifting a finger 
are long over. It could be because of a change in consumer attitudes, 
or a change in the atmosphere surrounding manga, or the fact that we 
manga-ka have changed.... I’m sure there are many reasons, but you 
know, manga is lapanese culture. Isn’t this the very time when the 
entire publishing industry should be gathering to go out and push it? 
At least, that’s what I’ve been thinking lately. Huh... Here I go getting 
all serious, and now my shoulders have suddenly gotten stiff.... 

In the next Fairy Tail volume, we set a record, printing a chapter 
128 that’s very different than the magazine version!! It’s an extended 
version where I’ve added some ten pages to it!! Look for it!! 



Moun»tain«li«on» 

! i,ucyi This time/ we're 

going to have a great 

time answering your questions/ 

Mira: Woof/ woof/ 

Lucy: . 

Mira: Woof/ 

\ Okay. What's that forP 

it's a mountainlion voice/ Woof/ 

([ w A woof/ 

Mountain UlON. It's one of 

I the big cats/ 

yil Mira: So/ on with the 

questions/ 

Pon't you think 

Uaxus is a little 

too macho with A. 
A \ / his shirt offp 

Lucy: The person's got a point. 

Mira: I hear the manga artist thought 

a question like that would come along/ 

and he was prepared. 

Lucy: It isn't just Uaxus. Whenever 

anybody is in a battle/ they suddenly 

get all muscular. 

Mira: Still/ Oragon slayer magic is a 

type of magic that changes your body/ 

so doesn't that explain itP 

, Isn't it Just because he sucks 

I at drawing people who are more 

delicateP 

M/i'a: Next question/ 

Lucy: Hey/ you noticed the little bit 

of foreshadowing/ Good for you/ 

11 hasn't 
/ forgotten them himself. 

Lucy: Maybe they were originally set 

to appear right in the middle of the 

Battle of Fairy Tail/ right P 

Mira: And it was up to Uaxus and 

Natsu to defend the guild together/ 

Lucy: "You know 1...really love Fairy 

Tail after all/" (Uaxus's voice) 

Mira: "Right/ Then let's fight these 

bums together/" (Natsu's Voice) 

Then in comes the Master/ 

"Both of you/ Well done/" 

Lucy: And everybody is the best of friends/ 

Mira: And they lived happily ever after/ 

Hey/ that may not be a bad 

idea. 

Mira: C?on't worry. "Those guys" will 

be back. In the next volume. 

So why is it that Natsu and 
GaJee! couldn't get out of the 

Uutsu-shikJ trapF 

Lucy: Ohhh/ So there's a mystery still 

left/ huhP 

Mira: It seems there is an actual 

reason for this. 

Lucy: If I remember right/ the rule 

went something like/ "Stone statues 

and people over 80 years old may not 

leave." Or something like that/1 think. 

Mira: There was also a hint in Volume 

M and Volume 13 when it mentioned 

that Natsu's and Gsyeel's ages were 

unknown. 

Ehhp// But that sort of gives 

the answer away/ doesn't itP Are 

you sure it's okay to say thatP// 

That Natsu and Gajeel are both 

actually over 80 years oldp// 

Mira: Beyond that would be revealing 

an important plot point/ so I can't say 

any more. 

Lucy: Nooo/ Now you got me 

curious// 

Mira: On to the last question. 

Lucy: I don't really think we need to 

answer that question. 

Mira. True. He is always doing his very 

best for his male readers. 

Lucy. That isn't what I mean/ He isn't 

thinking of that at all/ He's just a big 

perv// 

Mira. But he's doing his best for his 

female fans too/ This volume/ he had both 

Gray and Uaxus strip down/ didn't hep 

don't think just having everybody 

itrip is "doing one's best"... 

We are looking for questions about Fairy Tail/ 

Send yours to: 

kodansha USA Publishing/ UUC 

H51 Park Ave. South, 7th Fi. 

New York, NY 10016 



A yeah, I have the feeling I 
drew something like this at 
some point, but 1 can't 
quite remember... 

Kodansha USA Publishing, IIC 

M51 Park Ave. South, 7th FI. 

O O 
By sending 

in letters or 
postcards 
you give us 
permission 

to give your 
name, address, 

postal code 
and any other 

information you 
include to the 
author as is. 
Please keep 
that in mind. 

w in 

-9/ 

Fukui Prefecture, Harukichi 

T Ohh/ Natsu's turned into 
another Jason/ 

The Fairy 75//Guild d'flrt is an explosion of fan art/ Please 
send In your black-and-white art on large postcard stock// 
Those chosen to be published will get a signed mini poster/j) 
Make sure you write your real name and address on the back 
of your postcard/ 

>,rAiL Y- 

'Yasil 
^seriouelYCool.' 

kPemon; 

[FAIRY 
ItailJ 



Translation Notes 

Japanese is a tricky language for most Westerners, and translation is 

often more art than science. For your edification and reading pleasure, 

here are notes on some of the places where we could have gone in a 

different direction in our translation of the work, or where a Japanese 

cultural reference is used. 

Names 

Hiro Mashima has graciously agreed to provide official English spellings 

forjust about all of the characters in Fairy Tail. Because this version of 

Fairy Tail is the first publication of most of these spellings, there will 

inevitably be differences between these spellings and some of the fan 

interpretations that may have spread throughout the web or in other 

fan circles. Rest assured that what is contained in this book are the 

spellings that Mashima-sensei wanted for Fairy Tail. 

Wizard 

In the original Japanese version of Fairy Tail, there are occasional 

images where the word "Wizard" is found. This translation has taken 

that as it's inspiration, and translated the word maddshi as wizard. But 

maddshis meaning is similar to certain Japanese words that have been 

borrowed into the English language such as judo (the soft way) and 

kendo (the way of the sword). Madd is the way of magic, and maddshi 

are those who follow the way of magic. So although the word 'wizard" is 

used, the Japanese would think less of traditional western wizards such 

as Merlin or Gandalf and more of martial artists. 

Dance of Purgatory, page 16 

The top two kanji on Mystogan's pants are the Japanese word for the 

Catholic religion's concept of purgatory - a place to purge one's soul 

of sins before one can proceed to heaven. The bottom two, kagura, is a 

word for traditional music and dances of the Shinto religion. 
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Matenro, page 25 

In normal use, matenro would mean a high-rise building, but obviously 

this particular magic has nothing to do with a building. The first kanji 

in the word means "to scrape, " and the second means "the heavens. " And 

considering what was awaiting Laxus up in the sky, "Sky Scraping” seems 

like a reasonable translation for the words. 

Symbols on Chest, page 71 

One of the passed-out wizards had a kanji and heart symbol either on 

a t-shirt or a tattoo on his chest. The first one is the kanji for ai, which 

means " love." So, although it would be pronounced the same as the " I heart " 

T-shirts, it basically means, "Love love. " 
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Preview of Fairy Tail, volume 16 

We re pleased to present you a preview from volume 16, 

now available from Kodansha Comics. 

Please checkour Web site (wvvav.kodanshacomics.com) 

for more information on Fairy Tail and our other great series! 
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settled 
matters. 
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mm. 
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TOMARE! 
V 

'W 
You're going the wrong way! 

Manga is a completely different 

type of reading experience. 

To start at the beginning, 

go to the end! 

That's right! Authentic manga is read the traditional Japanese way— 

from right to left, exactly the opposite of how American books are 

read. It's easy to follow; Just go to the other end of the book and read 

each page—and each panel—from right side to left side, starting at 

the top right. Now you're experiencing manga as it was meant to be! 


